


Qilan Wuyi
The liquor of this wulong from China 
is velvety and sweet,enhanced with 
generous flavours of roasted nuts, 
wood and fruit. Mellow and light,  
its floral finish cradles the palate.  6

Wulong tea  |  china

Chuan Hong
Here is a beautiful tea from Sichuan 
composed of fine golden, aromatic 
buds. Its liquor, soft and full, has 
impressive floral (peony) and fruity 
fragrances supported by its gourmand 
and resinous character.  6

Black tea  |  china

Darjeeling Namring 2nd flush
Profoundly woody and fruity, the bright 
liquor of this tea is balanced with 
a finely tannic, mineral structure 
evocative of bark and prunes. Its 
copper liquor also has delicious 
notes of malt and nuts.  6

Pu Er 2010 Hong Jin Tian
The aromas of black earth and scorched 
bark of this tea prepare the palate 
to appreciate its full and rich liquor. 
Its mineral character has nuances of 
candied fruit and leather.  6

Black tea  |  india aged tea  | china

Bowl

Darjeeling Avongrove 
This white tea, exclusive to our Tea 
House, offers a clear yellow liquor, 
floral, herbaceous and supported  
by generous fruity and tangy accents. 
Subtle praline aromas underpin the 
finish of this rich and sophisticated 
tea.   7

Kamairicha
This tea offers a bright liquor and 
develops herbaceous notes with 
sweet accents of corn and mango. 
Its fragrance evokes a walk in the 
morning dew.  6

Organic* White tea   |  india Organic* green tea  |  japan

Matcha Fuka Midori 
This fine powder gives a soft and 
creamy emulsion with accents of 
green vegetables and chlorophyll, 
backed up with rich notes of cocoa 
and almond milk.  6 
With a Japanese treat. + 2

Matcha Choan
This matcha of great delicacy is  
complete and almost perfect balance  
in the mouth. Sweet and rich, evoking 
freshly shelled peas, it also deploys 
subtle buttery and marine aromas.  11 
With a Japanese treat. + 2

green tea  |  japan green tea  |  japan

s e r v i c e

Matcha

Served in a beautiful bowl from our collection, 
the tea you choose will warm up your hands 
and stimulate your palate.



Bai Hao Yin Zhen
This tea, consisting solely of buds,  
is visually seductive at first sight.  
Its lively and silky liquor fills the mouth  
fully with its fruity and vegetal 
aromas. Its delicate finish is floral 
and refreshing.  6

White tea  |  china

Long Jing Shi Feng
This artisanal tea from Zhejiang 
displays bright green leaves.  
Its velvety liquor compliments its 
aromas of chestnuts and spring 
flowers with a sweet and pleasant 
astringency. Both potent and refined, 
lives up to its reputation!   12

Green tea  |  china

Anxi Tie Guan Yin  
This legendary Fujian wulong, composed  
of vibrant green, tightly rolled, leaves, 
develops candid vegetable and floral 
notes. Its mineral aspect evolves 
towards a fruity finish reminiscent  
of papaya.  6

Bai Rui XIang 
A worthy representative of the ‘Rock 
Tea’ style this lightly roasted wulong 
has a tasty vegetal and floral finesse. 
Its full and zesty liquor releases rich, 
tropical and honeyed aromas. Simply 
exquisite.  7

WulonG tea  |  china WulonG tea  |  china

prepa r at i o

n
Simple to use, the Gaiwan allows you  
to control your infusions and concentrate 
on the aromas and flavours of your tea.

G

aiwan

Haven of 

peace

Yunnan Da Ye
The golden twists of this tea blend 
finesse and rusticity. Its red and 
crystalline liquor has a vast aromatic 
bouquet. Malt, spices and citrus 
accompany notes of spruce, berries 
and flowers.  6

Darjeeling Thurbo 1st flush
Exclusive to Camellia Sinensis, this 
lot is simply magnificent! Rich and 
silky, its pinkish, herbaceous liquor 
is enriched with sweet fragrances  
of peach, spice and lavender.  7

Black tea  |  china Black tea  |  india

Pu Er 2007 Wuliang Shan  
This aged tea releases rich aromas  
of exotic wood and camphor from the 
rinsing of the leaves. Its liquor is oily 
and profound, extended with vegetal, 
fruity and mineral notes. Generous 
and invigorating!  10

aged tea  | china

L’Apaisante  
This flowery herbal tea is full of color 
and calms the nervous and digestive  
system! The rosey liquor is sweet and 
creamy embellished with a powerful 
anise fragrance and a fine citrus zest.  7

Organic* herBal tea  |  QuéBec



Pu Bu Long Zhu
The infusion of the tea with curly and  
dark green leaves liberates spinach 
vegetable and flower scents. Its supple 
and full liquor unveils a nuance of 
melon. Refreshing! 6

Wuyuan Zi Mei
Produced in Jiangxi province, this 
tea has vegetal and fruity aromas. 
Sustained and rounded, its liquor  
is herbaceous and marine. 

A generous tea, interesting for its 
different taste aspects.  6

Green tea  |  china Green tea  |  china

Gyokuro Okabe 
The dark leaves, typical of shade 
teas, release a heady fragrance of 
raspberry. Its liquor is velvety and  
is accompanied by botanical accents 
of spinach and sunflower seeds.  8

Green tea  |  japan

Sencha Kaori Hokuen 
The fine needles of this tea, even in 
their dry state, release intoxicating 
scents of exotic fruit and flowers. Its 
liquor is rich and lively, accompanied  
by gourmet accents of nuts and butter.  
7

Sencha Koshun   
Koushun is a cultivar famous for  
its intense floral bouquet. Full and 
silky, the tangy liquor reminiscent 
of sorrel is enhanced with lily, citrus 
and almond fragrances. A balanced 
and persistent tea!  6

Green tea  |  japan OrGanic* Green tea  |  japan

An infusion technique that offers a more 
refined and precise tasting experience.   
Kyusu teapots are easy to handle, yield  
rich full liquors. prepa r at i o

n

  s
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Bai Hao Jingmai  
This unconventional ‘Oriental Beauty’  
comes to us from the mountain in 
Jingmai Yunnan. Its leaves unveil 
perfumes of bark and baked pear. 
Its liquor is sweet and tangy, enriched 
with nuances of citrus, spices and 
heady flowers.  6

Organic* WulOng tea  |  china

Chi Ye
Coming from two roastings over wood 
fire this wulong develops a lively and 
full liquor deeply enhanced with rich 
honeyed aromas of exotic fruits and 
opulent flowers.  8

Laos 2015 Phong Sali  
From old tea bushes, the leaves  
of this tea offer a herbaceous and 
floral liquor typical of young pu er.  
Full and creamy, it also boasts nuances  
of apricot, chalk and marzipan. A 
delight with a memorable aftertaste!  
6

WulOng tea  |  china aged tea  |  laOs



Shan Lin Xi 
Grown at high altitudes in the garden 
of Mr. Nen Yu, this harvest offers a 
round and creamy liquor, with gene-
rous aromas of ground cherry, fresh 
vanilla, pineapple and flowers.  8

Rou Gui 
The region of the Wuyi Mountains 
produce teas known as ‘Rock teas’,  
of which this is one. Its lively and fruity  
liquor releases comforting aromas  
of bark, spices and roasted nuts.  7

Wulong tea  |  taiWan Wulong tea  |  china

Camellia Cooked Wulong
This tea from Taiwan has been cooked  
to enhance its flavours. The infusion 
exhales rich fragrances of pineapple, 
cereal and brown toast. Dense and 
oily, its vegetal liquor is accompanied  
by charming floral and vanilla notes.  
8

Wulong tea

Cooked  
in-house

The infusion method of Gong fu cha 
engages you in contemplation and  
refinement of your tasting talents.prepa r at i o

n
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Feng Huang Hong Cha 
The twisted leaves of this unusual 
black tea produced like the Wulongs 
of the same region, emanate charming 
floral and honeyed scents. Its soft 
liquor is enhanced by aromas of 
blackcurrant and malt.  7

Black tea  |  china

Pu Er 2003 Orange Label 
This shou pu er develops aromas 
of leather, stone and wet wood. Its 
brown liquor is crystalline, mineral 
and soft. Nuances of incense and 
candied fruits enhance this balanced 
and   refreshing tea. 10

aged tea  |  china

Pu Er Menghai 1996 
The infusion of the khaki leaves of  this  
tea fills the air with fragrances of under
growth and camphor. Its vegetal liquor, 
reminiscent of lichen is full and mineral 
and nuanced with accents of burned 
wood and fruit acids.  12

Ali Shan 1999 Charbon
Ali Shan 1999 Charbon Harvested  
by hand and aged since 1999 by 
successive firings over charcoal,  
this high mountain tea offers a full 
and velvety liquor, with woody,  
vanilla and empyreumatic accents.  
Its finish is sweet and deep.  9

aged tea  |  china aged tea  |  taiwan



Huang Shan Mao Feng 
Of great delicacy, this tea is harvested 
in the famous Huang Shan mountain 
chain. Its liquor is soft and creamy, 
deeply marked by its vegetable accents 
of bamboo shoot and fiddle heads. 
Fresh and floral.  6

Tan Huong 
This invigorating tea comes to us 
from the collective effort of a women 
farmers cooperative in Northern 
Vietnam. Its sweet vegetal notes, 
slightly saline and smoked will appeal 
to enthusiasts of fuller bodied teas.  
6

Green tea  |  china Green tea  | vietnam

Kabusecha Saemidori 
This tea displays originality by the use 
of the little known Saemidori cultivar. 
Its liquor, fatty and flavourful possesses 
bold notes of green vegetables, fresh 
butter and fruits, nuanced with subtle 
floral accents. 6

Jin Shuan 
The ample and delicate liquor of 
this tea suggests aromas of flowers,  
fresh cereals and nuts. Harmoniously 
orchestrated, its bouquet make this 
one of our most refreshing green 
wulong teas.  6

OrGanic* Green tea  |  japan WulOnG tea  |  taiWan

Would you like us to prepare tea for you? 
We will be pleased to infuse it and bring it  
to you ready to taste!prepa r at i o

n

teapot

Temi Sikkim 1st flush
The only garden in Sikkim, Temi 
produces teas in the style of Darjeeling. 
Its liquor, rich and full-bodied, is 
woody and chocolaty, glossed with 
nuances of dried fruit, nutmeg and 
wild rose.  6

Black tea  |  india

Darjeeling Singell  1st flush
This lot is from the ‘Heritage’ section 
of this classic garden planted with 
tea bushes 150 years ago. Its liquor, 
lively and balanced, has a rich aroma 
harmonizing its herbaceous fruity 
and floral notes.  7

Kenya Kengaita 
Grown at high altitude on the slopes 
of Mount Kenya, this tea offers a 
full-bodied and spicy liquor, under-
pinned with notes of toast, fruit 
and malt. A powerful tea for savvy 
enthusiasts of black teas!  6

org.* & Fairtr.** Black tea  |  india Black tea  |  kenya

Pu Er 2005 Haiwan
The infusion of this tea reveals a dense 
and creamy liquor, almost black, with 
an especially comforting character. Its 
sweet taste is accompanied by aromas 
of malt, barley sugar and exotic wood 
develop into the soft and subtle fruity 
finish.  7

aged tea  |  china



not suitable for pregnant women

La Rose Pourpre
This lively herbal infusion is a soothing 
tonic for both nervous and digestive 
systems. The attractive deep violet 
liquor is bright and full-bodied. 

The spicy finale leaves a pleasant 
impression of lightness.   7

Organic* Herbal tea  |  Québec

Thé du Labrador
Known for its calming and anti- 
inflammatory actions, among others, 
Labrador tea is also effective for 
treating various broncho- pulmonary 
ailments. Its delicately tart and vegetal  
taste is reminiscent of fir and lichen.  
7

  Herbal tea  |  Québec

L’Ange Gardienne
This mixture is suitable for ailments 
of the respiratory system, defends 
the body from bacteria and viruses 
and calms inflammation related to a 
persistent dry cough. Its liquor is full 
and sweet with a woody and spicy 
character.  6

La Provençale
This aromatic blend tones the nervous 
system, relieves pain and inflammation 
and facilitates digestion. On the  
palate, the attack is minty and unfolds 
into vegetal and resinous flavours with  
an ethereal and floral finish. 6

Herbal tea  |  Québec Herbal tea  |  various

Without 
caffeine

Through the glass the leaves gracefully unfold, 
and their colours release the infusion before 
your eyes.prepa r at i o

n

piston

Ambre noire
A rich brew of black tea, a touch of 
maple syrup, frothed milk. Simplicity  
tastes good.  5

black tea  |  kenya

Jade mousse 
Matcha green tea combining its  
vitality with the sweetness of soy 
milk for an invigorating symbiosis.  5

Green tea  |  japan

Maple 
sweetness

Tonic
emulsion

Need a latte comfort?  
Enjoy two revisited classics.

Glass

pr

epared in a



Carafe
chic and elegance menu.   

a decanter, a classic tea,  

a feeling of being elsewhere. 

Hualien 1980

Here is one of those little old jewels 
from the Hualien region on the east 
coast of Taiwan. 

This wulong aged over thirty years 
old offers a gentle and full liquor 
deploying generous aromas of wet 
undergrowth and cigar spices. 

Astonishing sweet flavors of beetroot 
and prune support its delicately 
mineral deep finish, reflecting a 
patient maturation. 

A unique experience to appreciate  
the work of time on these noble leaves.

18

Pu Er 1986

This loose Pu er of advanced age was 
carefully kept dry to to maintain its 
taste qualities. 

Its liquor flows freely, lining the throat 
with its mineral and woody notes 
evoking earth, lichen and fresh 
mushrooms. 

Balanced and rich, this grand cru 
smoothly seduces the palate with its 
harmonious silky texture. 

A tea to taste in the intimacy of a quiet 
moment for the full benefit of its 
multiple effects and sensations on  
the body.

20

exp er i e nces

taBle

Flavour Trail
16 for two.  
6 per person. Supp.

enjoy a sensory experience tasting 

a trio of  tea in the Peter ting 

collection cups. 

Exploration I

– Bai Hao Yin Zhen (white) – 
– Sencha Kaori Hokuen (green) – 

– Shan Lin Xi (wulong) – 

Exploration II

– Chi Ye (wulong) – 
– Darjeeling Thurbo 1st flush (black) –  

– Chuan Hong (black) – 

In Three Stages
18 for two.  

8 per person. Supp.

Trio I (without caffeine)

– Nan Mei (white) – 
– Rose Pourpre organic* (herbal tea)–  

– Thé du Labrador (herbal tea) – 

Trio II

– Gyokuro Shuin (green) – 
– Bai Rui Xiang (wulong) – 

– Nepal Aut. Jun Chiyabari org* (black) – 

a glass of wine to enjoy a tea? Why not !  

observe the liquor, roll the glass, breathe in the aromas then taste.  

a serving of 3 teas with pleasing visuals, aromatics and flavours.



white teAs

Bai Hao Yin Zhen  China Gaiwan 6

Darjeeling Avongrove organic* India Bowl 7

Green teAs

Gyokuro Okabe Japan Sencha Do 8

Huang Shan Mao Feng China Teapot 6

Kabusecha Saemidori organic* Japan Teapot 6

Kamairicha organic* Japan Bowl 6

Long Jing Shi Feng China Gaiwan 12

Matcha Choan Japan Bowl 11

Matcha Fuka Midori Japan Bowl 6

Jade mousse Japan Glass 5

Pu Bu Long Zhu China Gaiwan 6

Sencha Kaori Hokuen Japan Sencha Do 7

Sencha Koshun organic* Japan Sencha Do 6

Tan Huong Vietnam Teapot 6

Wuyuan Zi Mei China Sencha Do 6

wuLonG teAs

Anxi Tie Guan Yin China Gaiwan 6

Bai Hao Jingmai organic* China Sencha Do 6

Bai Rui XIang China Gaiwan 7

Chi Ye China Sencha Do 8

Jin Shuan Taiwan Teapot 6

Qilan Wuyi China Bowl 6

Rou Gui China Gong Fu Cha 7

Shan Lin Xi Taiwan Gong Fu Cha 8

Camellia’s roasted Wulong Taiwan Gong Fu Cha 8

Tea menu by sTyle

bLAck teAs

Ambre noire Kenya Glass 5

Chuan Hong China Bowl 6

Darjeeling Namring 2nd Flush India Bowl 6

Darjeeling Singell 1st flush org* & fairtr.** India Teapot 7

Darjeeling Thurbo 1st flush India Gaiwan 7

Feng Huang Hong Cha China Gong Fu Cha 7

Kenya Kengaita Kenya Teapot 6

Temi Sikkim 1st flush India Teapot 6

Yunnan Da Ye China Gaiwan 6

AGed teAs

Ali Shan 1999 Charbon Taiwan Gong Fu Cha 9

Hualien 1980 Taiwan Carafe 18

Laos 2015 Phong Sali Laos Sencha Do 6

Pu Er 1986 China Carafe 20

Pu Er 2003 Orange Label China Gong Fu Cha 10

Pu Er 2005 Haiwan China Teapot 7

Pu Er 2007 Wuliang Shan China Gaiwan 10

Pu Er 2010 Hong Jin Tian China Bowl 6

Pu Er Menghai 1996 China Gong Fu Cha 12

herbAL teAs And rooibos

L'Apaisante organic* Québec Gaiwan 7

L'Ange-Gardienne Québec Piston 6

La Provençale Various Piston 6

La Rose Pourpre organic* Québec Piston 7

Thé du Labrador Québec Piston 7

* Certified organic by Ecocert Canada

** Fairtrade Certified



Biscuit dattes et noix 

Accord chocolat et thé 
(demandez-nous l'accord du moment)

  Biscuit matcha et poudre d'amande

  
  Biscuit thé blanc et poudre d’amande

Assiette de dattes *

Sablé au citron et cardamome**

Biscuit double chocolat **

2,50$

1,95$ /trois

2,50$

3,25$

3,25$

2,95$ /trois

2,25$

GÂTERIES

* Ingrédients biologiques.
** Végétalien
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